We’re renowned for our innovative technology...

...so why should our
financing solutions
be any different?

Work isn’t what
it used to be
The steady, predictable growth of flexible and
remote working has suddenly skyrocketed and
businesses have found themselves having to keep up.

64

%

of businesses enabled a
remote workforce in 20201

What is the cost
of success?
Many now understand that
it’s time to stop reacting
and start acting.

But that can take up
your cash reserves

It’s crucial to invest in the mobile
technology that will empower
your people to be productive
and creative, wherever they are.
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%

in

of businesses
consider cash flow
as an obstacle
to their success2

small business
owners have been
left unable to pay
employees because
of cash flow issues3

Preserve cash flow and invest
You want to upgrade to the technology that will
give you an edge in a changing world. But you
also need to pay for it in a way that leaves your
business with cash to invest in other areas.

Drive
innovation

Make
budgets
go further

No upfront
costs

With the right solution, you can do just that.
Samsung Capital, in partnership with Samsung,
can offer you a complete package—devices,
Knox security solutions, even cases—all rolled
into one easy payment solution4.

Free-up
cash

Include
ancillary
items

Upgrade
to new
technology

(e.g peripherals
and Knox Licences)

Financing as
innovative as
our technology
We don’t do one-size-fitsall. Your financial situation
is unique to you, as are your
technology needs.
With Samsung Capital you upgrade
to the latest technology you need
by creating an innovative financing
solution that’s built just for you.

Whatever your need, we’ll work
together to develop a completely unique
solution that features options such as:

Financial lease

Residual value lease

Hire purchase

Sale and lease back

Have the latest
technology in your
hands without having
to make a large upfront
payment for it

Bring down your
monthly costs as the
device value at the end
of your time with
it is considered

Get Samsung
devices now and
ultimately own them
while still spreading
the cost

We’ll buy your Samsung
technology (subject to
conditions) and lease
it back helping you
liquidate cash

See what we
can do for you
With no big upfront costs and no hidden surprises,
Samsung Capital gives you the innovative financing
solution you need to empower your business.
Tell us about your business challenges and we’ll give you a call to
discuss how we can design a financing option that works for you.

Request a call back now
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